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Abstract
This paper shows how formal modelling can be used in the design of a dynamic
gesture language deﬁned by sequences of poses. It discusses two models at diﬀerent
levels of abstraction dealing with important usability issues of the language such
as ambiguity and overlap in the recognition of gestures. An approach to make
the language more resilient to intermediate poses is evaluated based on a timed
extension of the model. A tool providing model checking for hybrid automata is
used to perform systematic and automatic analysis.
1 Introduction
Many 3D CAD and Virtual Reality applications require user interfaces that
embody concepts like spatial depth to facilitate navigation and manipulation
of objects in three dimensional virtual space. Traditional two dimensional
input devices do not directly support these kinds of interaction. Three di-
mensional input devices have been developed to better ﬁt these requirements,
such as ﬂying mice, the space ball and data gloves. More recently, computer
vision based techniques have been developed to extract 3D information from
interpretation of images acquired by means of digital cameras [4].
For these kinds of applications, we would like the human operator to be
able to concentrate on the task in hand rather than on an intermediate input
device. This requires that the interaction be perceived as continuous, and that
it operates in accordance with the expectations of the user. An application
which aims to achieve this by means of a 3D gestural interaction language
is described in [3]. However, the design of a gesture language poses several
interesting usability issues. Some of these issues have been discussed in [7]
where an analysis of the gesture language is made based on a formalisation
1 Partially supported by the TACIT research network under the European Union TMR
programme, contract ERB FMRX CT97 0133.
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in Modal Action Logic of a part of the cognitive theory Interacting Cognitive
Subsystems (ICS) [1]. The analysis examins how delay in feedback, similarity
between gestures and uncertainty about the state of the system may confuse
the user.
In this paper, we discuss the gesture language, as described in [2,3], for
interaction in 3D virtual space. However, the form of analysis we present
can be applied to a more general class of issues, and is also independent of
the gesture recognition technology used. In fact, the problems encountered
in the analysis of the system can be dealt with at a level of abstraction that
eﬀectively hides the details of any speciﬁc technology that might be employed
for the interaction.
The interface proposed in [3] allows the user to perform gestures by means
of sequences of both static poses, performed during dynamic hand location,
and dynamic hand poses, performed with static hand location. Hence, gestures
are either of class SPDL (static hand posture, dynamic hand location) or of
class DPSL (dynamic hand posture, static hand location) according to the
classiﬁcation described in [9].
The design of a gesture language forms an interesting example for the
application of formal modelling because of its limited (but easy to extend)
complexity and new aspects. We do not intend to criticise the language pro-
posed in [3], but rather show an approach that may be of help in this area
of interface design. There are a number of issues that have to be dealt with
in the design of a proper dynamic gesture language. Some of them are purely
language related issues, others have their roots in human factors.
Language concerns:-
- Ambiguity. One of the problems of the gesture language is that when
using only informal reasoning it is not so easy to make sure that there is
no ambiguity in gesture recognition. In [7] it has been shown that in one
of the proposed gesture languages [3] such an ambiguity exits, i.e. there
are possible series of postures that may lead to the recognition of more
than one gesture at a time. Detecting ambiguities may not be that easy
in general, however. A formal model and automatic veriﬁcation tools may
be helpful in ﬁnding critical situations.
- Overlap. Another problem is that there might be some overlap between
the gestures. This could lead to the partial recognition of one gesture
during the recognition of another gesture. This way the recognition of a
gesture following another may occur much sooner than expected by the
user, leading to confusion.
Human performance concerns:-
- Resilience. In general, humans are unable to repeat a posture or gesture
in exactly the same way. To deal with this phenomenon the recognition
process allows a certain freedom in the way the user can perform the
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posture. It is clear that when there is little freedom, relatively many
poses would be interpreted as an undeﬁned posture. The consequence is
that it is hard for the user to perform the series of poses required for the
intended functionality. On the other hand, when there is much freedom,
the probability for partially overlapping postures increases, leading to
other problems in the recognition.
- Accurate and timely feedback. Accurate, clear and timely feedback
plays an important role in user interfaces. Especially when there is a tight
coupling between user and computing system, such as in interaction based
on gesture recognition. As has been shown in [7], delay in feedback on the
portion of a gesture being recognised can lead to confusion and oscillating
behaviour. Also confusion about the mode in which the computing system
is operating can occur when the reaction of a computing system appears
not to be in line with user’s expectations.
- Accidental slips of action. Some classes of postures and gestures may
be more prone than others to be badly formed or misrecognised. It should
be made sure that such accidents do not lead to serious consequences.
This multitude of factors can make it rather hard to develop gesture lan-
guages that are a pleasure to use. Moreover, often the usability of a gesture
based interface is validated a posteriori, i.e. after all implementation work has
been done and a prototype is available. Finding the exact cause of usability
problems at that stage may turn out to be very diﬃcult. First of all because
there are so many factors that may have contributed to the problem. Secondly,
because statistical approaches are used to recognise poses and gestures and
therefore repeated experiments may produce diﬀerent results for every test.
Thirdly because there is a natural variation in human performance.
The above problem could be handled better if a way could be found to
analyse the factors separately. One way in which this could be done is to per-
form analysis on models of the gesture interface, focusing on diﬀerent aspects
in isolation. Two of these aspects are ambiguity and overlap. This is the part
we will focus on in this paper.
The modelling technique we use is that of (hybrid) automata using varying
degrees of the capabilities of the model checking tool HyTech [11,12]. This
technique allows us to describe a relatively simple automata model of the
gesture recognition process and perform automatic and systematic veriﬁcation
of ambiguities and overlap in the gesture language. We show how the model
can be helpful for the improvement of the gesture language. As a next step we
show how a timed extension of the model can be used to examine the eﬀect
on the recognition performance of the system when allowing for intermediate,
non-speciﬁed, postures between speciﬁed postures of a gesture.
This paper discusses only the ﬁrst preliminary models of gestural interac-
tion. We intend to develop extended models which can take into account the
statistical performance of both users and gesture recognition systems and also
timed aspects of feedback. Analysis of these models may give us useful clues
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about problems in the usability of the system. Models of this kind will require
timed and stochastic modelling techniques that have recently become available
as a result of research in protocol veriﬁcation. The current work can be seen
as a necessary ﬁrst step towards the ﬁnal goal of more comprehensive models
of gestural interaction that can provide information about usability and per-
formance in the design phase of an interface, so before the construction of a
complete prototype.
In the next section we describe in more detail the gesture language as orig-
inally proposed. Section 3 shows an automaton model and analysis of a subset
of the language illustrating the detection of ambiguity and overlap by means
of reachability analysis. Section 4 discusses improvements to the language and
gives a model and analysis of the complete language. In Section 5 and 6 hu-
man factors related issues and further research are discussed. Section 7 draws
a number of conclusions.
2 The dynamic gesture language
In [3] a gesture language is described for navigation and manipulation of
virtual objects in a 3D virtual space. The interface makes use of a data-
glove [15] that registers the position of ﬁnger joints at a rate of about 60Hz.
The trajectory of the hand is derived by interpolating over time the location
of the centers of mass of each captured pose in a sequence. It should be noted
that the rate of input of glove data is particularly demanding for computer
resources if gesture recognition has to be done in real-time, largely exceeding
the rates currently aﬀordable with standard equipment using computer vision
techniques, which generally do not exceed 14 frames per second.
The application subject to analysis in this paper allows the deﬁnition of
a gesture language in an initialisation phase separate from the actual gesture
recognition. In this phase the user “shows” the system the diﬀerent poses that
appear in the language. The characteristic features of the individual postures
are captured and memorised. Subsequently, the captured poses may be com-
posed into sequences, each one deﬁning one gesture. After this initialisation
the application is ready for gestural interaction using the deﬁned language.
Typical features that are used to characterise postures are the orientation
of the hand and bending values of ﬁnger joints. For some of the dynamic
poses, the trajectory of the movement is also speciﬁed. When the gesture
language has been speciﬁed, recognition is performed by a Gesture Recognition
Machine. Its algorithm operates by means of a number of parallel processes,
each one specialised for recognising one of the gestures, that independently
use the incoming data. When a gesture is recognised by one of the processes,
this is notiﬁed to the application so that the system can react appropriately.
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2.1 The language
The proposed language consists of gestures for navigation, selecting and query-
ing an object, zooming, gripping, including rotation and moving of an object,
and a gesture indicating to exit from the application. The following descrip-
tion is taken from [3].
Navigation. The application starts performing a navigation task when the
“Index” posture is recognised. A rotation of the hand changes the point of
view of the 3D scene. When the pose is released, the navigation task ends.
The “Index” pose consists of a ﬁst with only the index ﬁnger stretched.
Picking. During navigation, when an object, or a set of objects, are reached,
they can be selected by performing the posture “Pistol”. The “Pistol” pose
is formed by a ﬁst with the index ﬁnger and the thumb stretched and with
the thumb in the upward direction.
Querying. Also this task can be performed during navigation. When an ob-
ject is reached, its content can be visited by performing a “Qmark” posture,
which is also the ﬁnal posture of the gesture. The “Qmark” pose is similar
to the index pose, but with the index ﬁnger bent halfway.
Zooming. The gesture starts by a “Flat” pose performed with the back of
the hand turned towards the user. Zooming in occurs when the hand is
moved away from the user, zooming out when the hand is moved towards
the user. The task is ended when any other gesture is recognised.
Gripping. This gesture starts when a “Fist” posture is recognised. The
object is grabbed and can be rotated or moved by means of rotation or
moving of the closed hand. When the “Fist” pose is no longer recognised,
the gripping task ends.
Exit. The exit gesture is similar to an Italian good-bye wave. This consists
of opening and closing the hand, with the palm to the right of the user,
repeated twice.
Fig. 1 gives a graphical representation of three of the gestures. Zooming
is presented at the ﬁrst line of images, grasping at the second and a shorter
version of exit at the last line. The “Any” pose indicates the end of a gesture
and may coincide with the ﬁrst pose of another gesture. A summary of the
characteristics of the gestures is given in Table 2.1.
2.2 Feedback
A graphical image of the user’s hand is shown as a natural feedback to the
movements of the user’s “real” hand. It reﬂects both position and shape of
the hand. The graphical hand changes colour or shape when a gesture is
recognised. Speciﬁc colours and shapes may be associated with each task.
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Fig. 1. Some gestures of the gesture language; zoom, grip and exit.
2.3 Gesture Recognition
Gesture recognition takes place by matching the incoming data from the data
glove with the speciﬁed models of the postures and gestures. Each gesture has
an associated process that tries to match the data with the model. When the
data can be matched with the ﬁrst posture, the process is becoming “active”
and tries to recognise the remaining postures. When a suﬃcient number of
postures are recognised, the related task can be activated until the data from
the glove match the ﬁnal posture of the gesture. The processes keep track
of the history of the gesture and update a pointer to the currently expected
posture. A parameter sets the maximal number of consecutive mismatched
postures that is considered to be acceptable.
3 Ambiguity and Overlap
The ﬁrst model we will consider models a subset of the gesture language. We
model the zoom, the grip and the exit gesture recognition processes as separate
automata using a graphical version of the language HyTech. For details on the
syntax and semantics of this language and its associated tool for reachability
checking we refer to [11,12]. In this section we will explain the semantics
informally while developing the models for the gesture language.
All three considered gestures consist of series of hand-poses of two kinds;
ﬂat and ﬁst. All other hand-poses are recognised as being of the kind other.
This simple model allows us to formalise the problem of ambiguity and over-
lap that may occur in the gesture language and how these problems can be
detected automatically by means of model checking techniques.
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Gesture Posture Model Orientation Trajectory
Navigation Index; Any Any
Any Any Any
Picking Index; Any Any
Pistol; Any Any
Querying Index; Any Any
Qmark Any Any
Zoom in Flat; BT, FU To-Usr
Any Any Any
Zoom out Flat; BT, FU From-Usr
Any Any Any
Gripping Fist; Any Any
Any Any Any
Exit Flat; BR, FU Any
Fist; BR, FU Any
Flat; BR, FU Any
Fist BR, FU Any
Table 1
Summary of gesture language speciﬁcation
3.1 Automata model
The zoom gesture starts when a ﬂat-pose is recognised. This pose can last as
long as needed, during which the zoom remains activated. Zooming ends when
a ﬁst or another pose is recognised. If we assume that the poses are generated
by a human wearing a data-glove that produces raw data about the position
of all ﬁnger joints at a regular rate, say 60Hz, and the pose-recognition is per-
formed in real-time without signiﬁcant delay, we can model pose-generation
as a series of ﬂat, ﬁst and other poses at a regular rate. Random series
of this kind can be modelled as the behaviour of the automaton Gesture in
Fig. 2. This automaton has only one location, that is also its starting loca-
tion, and three transitions. The transitions are labeled by the names of the
postures and guards and assignments to a clock variable t. Clocks in HyTech
increment automatically in a continuous way. So every time the variable t
reaches the value 1 the automaton can perform any of the three transitions
non-deterministically, generating a ﬁst, ﬂat or other posture. When a transi-
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tion is performed, the clock is reset to 0 and the automaton starts from its
initial location. The new value of t after the transition is indicated by t’.
Gesturet rt rt r
Zoom
Gripir irir
Exitititit
Analysisl il il i
var init_reg, fin_reg, reached : region; i it , fi ,  : i ;r r r r r i it , fi ,  : i ;r r r r r i it , fi ,  : i ;r r r r r
init_reg := loc[Gesture]=h1 &i it  :  l [ t ]  r ri it  :  l [ t ]  r ri it  :  l [ t ]  r r
            loc[Zoom]=z1 &            l [ ]              l [ ]              l [ ]  
            loc[Grip] = g1 &            l [ i ]   r            l [ i ]   r            l [ i ]   r
            loc[Exit]= e0;            l [ it]  ;            l [ it]  ;            l [ it]  ;
fin_reg := loc[Exit]=e4 & loc[Grip]=g2;fi  :  l [ it]   l [ i ] ;r rfi  :  l [ it]   l [ i ] ;r rfi  :  l [ it]   l [ i ] ;r r
reached := reach forward from init_reg endreach; :   f  f  i it  ;r r r r r r r :   f  f  i it  ;r r r r r r r :   f  f  i it  ;r r r r r r r
print trace to fin_reg using reached;i t t  t  fi  i  ;r r r ri t t  t  fi  i  ;r r r ri t t  t  fi  i  ;r r r r
Configfififi
var t : clock; t : l ;r  t : l ;r t : l ;r
h1
z1zzz z2zzz
z3zzz
g1 g2
g3
e1eee e2eee e3eee
e4eee
e0eee
t = 1t  t  t  
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts
t’ =0t’ t’ t’ 
t=1ttt
flatfl tafl tafl ta
t’=0t’t’t’
t=1ttt
o
t’=0t’t’t’
flatfl tafl tafl ta fistfi tsfi tsfi ts
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts flatfl tafl tafl ta
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts flatfl tafl tafl ta fistfi tsfi tsfi ts
o
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts
o
flatfl tafl tafl ta
flatfl tafl tafl ta
o
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts
o
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts
flatfl tafl tafl ta
flatfl tafl tafl ta
o
flatfl tafl tafl ta
o
oo
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts
Fig. 2. Gesture recognition
A model of the zoom gesture is given by the automaton Zoom in Fig. 2.
This automaton has three locations and z1 is the initial location. Zoom can
accept many ﬁst and other postures in the initial location, without becoming
active. However, when a ﬂat posture is recognised, it goes to the next location
and zooming becomes active. Zoom remains active as long as it stays in
location z2, i.e. as long as ﬂat poses are recognised. The recognition of a pose
diﬀerent from ﬂat (so ﬁst or other) results in the disactivation of zooming and
a return to the initial location of the automaton.
The grip gesture starts when a ﬁst pose is recognised and is active until a
ﬂat or other pose is recognised. The automata model is presented in Fig. 2 as
automaton Grip.
The gesture for exiting from the gesture recognition is a bit more complex.
In the literature on the gesture language two diﬀerent versions can be found.
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One being a series of three poses ﬁst, ﬂat, ﬁst, as illustrated in Fig. 1, the
other a series of 4 poses ﬂat, ﬁst, ﬂat, ﬁst. The latter is modelled by the
automaton Exit in Fig. 2.
3.2 Reachability Analysis
3.2.1 Ambiguity
This simple model allows us to perform a ﬁrst analysis with the tool HyTech.
Since the model of the pose-generator allows for all possible series of poses
consisting of ﬁst, ﬂat and other poses, we can automatically check whether in
the current model it is possible that two gestures are recognised at the same
time.
Zooming is activated when zoom is in location z2, grip is activated when
in location g2 and exit is performed when the exit automaton reaches e4.
Checking for ambiguity results therefore in checking whether it is possible to
reach a state in which:
• zoom is in z2 and grip in g2, or
• zoom is in z2 and exit is in e4, or
• grip is in g2 and exit is in e4
This analysis may be performed by forward reachability analysis, starting
from a state in which each automaton is in its initial location, and checking
whether a state can be reached in which two gestures are recognised to be
characterised by the above listed combinations. The analysis of the third
combination in the list above is formulated as follows in the HyTech analysis
language:
Analysis
var init_reg, fin_reg, reached : region;
init_reg := loc[Gesture]=h1 &
loc[Zoom]=z1 &
loc[Grip] = g1 &
loc[Exit]= e0 &
t=0;
fin_reg := loc[Exit]=e4 & loc[Grip]=g2;
reached := reach forward from init_reg endreach;
print trace to fin_reg using reached;
The analysis generates an example trace that shows that it is indeed pos-
sible that Exit and Grip are recognised simultaneously. Table 2 shows which
(shortest) combination of user gestures can lead to this situation. The table
lists the time in the ﬁrst column, the vector of the location of each automaton
at the given time, the value of clock t and the action that has been performed
to reach the next situation in the last column. Note that a next situation can
also be reached by letting some time pass or by an internal transition of one
automaton.
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In the last line (10) of the table we can see that the state h1.z3.g2.e4 has
been reached, indicating that Grip is in location g2 and Exit in e4. Notice
also that in the trace Zoom has been going twice through its location z2,
indicating that the Zoom gesture has been recognised twice. The same holds
for the Grip gesture.
Step Time Loc Value t Via
0 0.00 h1.z1.g1.e0 0 1.00 time units
1 1.00 h1.z1.g1.e0 1 ﬂat
2 1.00 h1.z2.g1.e1 0 1.00 time units
3 2.00 h1.z2.g1.e1 1 ﬁst
4 2.00 h1.z3.g2.e2 0 internal
5 2.00 h1.z1.g2.e2 0 1.00 time units
6 3.00 h1.z1.g2.e2 1 ﬂat
7 3.00 h1.z2.g3.e3 0 internal
8 3.00 h1.z2.g1.e3 0 1.00 time units
9 4.00 h1.z2.g1.e3 1 ﬁst
10 4.00 h1.z3.g2.e4 0 end
Table 2
A trace to the simultaneously activated Grip and Exit operation
3.2.2 Overlap
Another problem may occur when gestures have partially overlapping series
of poses. In that case one gesture may get recognised “too soon”, due to the
fact that part of it has been recognised during the time that another gesture
was active. This problem is a bit harder to formalise. At least we would like
that when one gesture is ﬁnishing or active all the others are at their initial
location.
This needs to be checked for each gesture separately. For example, it can
be veriﬁed whether whenever Zoom is in location z3 the other processes, grip
and exit, can be in a location diﬀerent from their initial ones g1 and e0. The
HyTech reachability analysis expression below checks whether zooming can be
activated while both the Grip and the Exit gestures are on their way of being
recognised at the same time, i.e. Zoom is in z3 and Grip or Exit are not in
their initial locations.
Analysis
var init_reg, fin_reg, reached : region;
init_reg := loc[Gesture]=h1 &
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loc[Zoom]=z1 &
loc[Grip] = g1 &
loc[Exit]= e0 &
t=0 ;
fin_reg := loc[Zoom]=z3 & (~loc[Grip]=g1 |
~loc[Exit]=e0);
reached := reach forward from init_reg endreach;
print trace to fin_reg using reached;
The short trace in Table 3 shows that the above problem can easily occur.
The trace shows that when Zoom is in location z3 both the Grip and Exit
gesture are partially recognised. For the Grip gesture this is not a real problem
because the Zoom operation ends implicitly when a ﬂat pose is no longer
recognised. However, for the Exit gesture this may lead to an unexpected
recognition when the user thinks they are performing a series of Zoom and Grip
gestures. Note that absence of ambiguity alone is not suﬃcient to guarantee
absence of overlap and unexpected recognition of a gesture.
Step Time Loc Value t Via
0 0.00 h1.z1.g1.e0 0 1.00 time units
1 1.00 h1.z1.g1.e0 1 ﬂat
2 1.00 h1.z2.g1.e1 0 1.00 time units
3 2.00 h1.z2.g1.e1 1 ﬁst
4 2.00 h1.z3.g2.e2 0 end trace
Table 3
Overlap in recognition of Zoom, Grip and Exit
4 Improving the language
Based on the results of the simple model described in the previous section we
can get some ideas on how to improve the language. We deal with ambiguity
and overlap in the following text.
4.1 Removing Ambiguity
The ﬁrst improvement is to remove the ambiguity between Zoom and Exit.
In the simple version the system would start zooming whenever a ﬂat pose
is recognised. The original gesture recogniser is also able to discriminate the
orientation of the hand-position to a certain extent. In fact, in one version of
the gesture language [2] the Zoom gesture is made with the back of the hand
towards the user and the Exit gesture starts with a ﬂat pose with the back of
the hand away from the user or to the right of the user.
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In the following model, shown in Fig. 3, we reﬁne the ﬂat pose that the
user can perform into a ﬂatBT (ﬂat pose with back towards user) and ﬂatBR
(ﬂat pose with back to the right). To avoid pictures with too many transitions,
we also separate the pose recognition model from the set of poses that would
imply the restart of the pose recognition. For example for the Grip gesture
this set is modeled in the small automaton NoGrip and synchronised with
Grip via the action ng that is forced to happen immediately after (asap) an
unexpected pose is encountered.
Gesturet rt rt r
Zoom
Gripir irir
Exitititit
Analysisl il il i
var init_reg, fin_reg, reached : region; i it , fi ,  : i ;r r r r r i it , fi ,  : i ;r r r r r i it , fi ,  : i ;r r r r r
init_reg := loc[Gesture]=h1 &i it  :  l [ t ]  r ri it  :  l [ t ]  r ri it  :  l [ t ]  r r
            loc[Zoom]=z1 &            l [ ]              l [ ]              l [ ]  
            loc[Grip] = g1 &            l [ i ]   r            l [ i ]   r            l [ i ]   r
            loc[Exit]= e0 &            l [ it]               l [ it]               l [ it]   
            loc[NoZoom]=nza &            l [ ]              l [ ]              l [ ]  
            loc[NoGrip]=nga &            l [ i ]  r            l [ i ]  r            l [ i ]  r
            loc[NoEx1]=n1a;            l [ ] ;            l [ ] ;            l [ ] ;
fin_reg :=  loc[Exit]=e4 & loc[Grip]=g2 &fi  :   l [ it]   l [ i ]  r rfi  :   l [ it]   l [ i ]  r rfi  :   l [ it]   l [ i ]  r r
            loc[NoZoom]=nza & loc[NoGrip]=nga &            l [ ]   l [ i ]  r            l [ ]   l [ i ]  r            l [ ]   l [ i ]  r
            loc[NoEx1]=n1a;            l [ ] ;            l [ ] ;            l [ ] ;
reached := reach forward from init_reg endreach; :   f  f  i it  ;r r r r r r r :   f  f  i it  ;r r r r r r r :   f  f  i it  ;r r r r r r r
print trace to fin_reg using reached;i t t  t  fi  i  ;r r r ri t t  t  fi  i  ;r r r ri t t  t  fi  i  ;r r r r
Configfififi
var t : clock; t : l ;r  t : l ;r t : l ;r
NoZoom
NoGripir irir
NoEx1
h1
z1zzz z2zzz
z3zzz
g1 g2
g3
e1eee e2eee e3eee
e4eee
e0eee
nzazazaza nzbzzz
ngaaaa ngb
n1aaaa n1b
t = 1t  t  t  
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts
t’ =0t’ t’ t’ 
t=1ttt
flatBTfl tafl tafl ta
t’=0t’t’t’
t=1ttt
o
t’=0t’t’t’
flatBTfl tafl tafl ta
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts ng
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts flatBRfl tafl tafl ta fistfi tsfi tsfi ts
nzzzz
ng
flatBTfl tafl tafl ta
nzzzz
asapasaasaasa
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts
asapasaasaasa
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts
flatBRfl tafl tafl ta
flatBRfl tafl tafl ta
asapasaasaasa
flatBRfl tafl tafl ta
ne1eee
ne1eee
ne1eee
t=1ttt
flatBRfl tafl tafl ta
t’=0t’t’t’
o
flatBRfl tafl tafl ta
asapasaasaasa
nzzzz
flatBRfl tafl tafl ta
o
asapasaasaasa
ng
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts
flatBTfl tafl tafl ta
flatBTfl tafl tafl ta
o
asapasaasaasa
ne1eee
ne1eee
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts
Fig. 3. Improved Gesture language: introduction of ﬂatBT and ﬂatBR
A similar analysis as explained in the previous section may be performed to
check whether it is possible that two gestures are recognised at the same time
in this new model. This is, unfortunately, again the case. A possible trace
that illustrates that the locations g2 of Grip and e4 of Exit can be reached at
the same time is ﬂatBR, ﬁst, ﬂatBR, ﬁst. See Table 4.1 for the details. When
the last ﬁst pose occurs, both Exit and Grip react to this pose, reaching e4
and g2 respectively resulting in both gestures being recognised.
One way to solve this problem is by shortening the Exit gesture and letting
it be composed of a ﬂatBR, a ﬁst and a ﬁnal ﬂatBR. Model checking conﬁrms
that indeed g2 and e3 cannot be reached simultaneously any longer.
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Step Time Loc Value t Via
0 0.00 h1.z1.g1.e0.nza.nga.n1a 0 1.00 time units
1 1.00 h1.z1.g1.e0.nza.nga.n1a 1 ﬂatBR
2 1.00 h1.z1.g1.e1.nzb.ngb.n1a 0 nz
3 1.00 h1.z1.g1.e1.nza.ngb.n1a 0 ng
4 1.00 h1.z1.g1.e1.nza.nga.n1a 0 1.00 time units
5 2.00 h1.z1.g1.e1.nza.nga.n1a 1 ﬁst
6 2.00 h1.z1.g2.e2.nzb.nga.n1a 0 nz
7 2.00 h1.z1.g2.e2.nza.nga.n1a 0 1.00 time units
8 3.00 h1.z1.g2.e2.nza.nga.n1a 1 ﬂatBR
9 3.00 h1.z1.g2.e3.nzb.ngb.n1a 0 ng
10 3.00 h1.z1.g3.e3.nzb.nga.n1a 0
11 3.00 h1.z1.g1.e3.nzb.nga.n1a 0 nz
12 3.00 h1.z1.g1.e3.nza.nga.n1a 0 1.00 time units
13 4.00 h1.z1.g1.e3.nza.nga.n1a 1 ﬁst
14 4.00 h1.z1.g2.e4.nzb.nga.n1a 0 nz
15 4.00 h1.z1.g2.e4.nza.nga.n1a 0 end of trace
Table 4
Trace to ﬁnal region
4.2 Removing overlap and operation surprises
There remains the problem of overlap. Every time a user would like to make
the Exit gesture, the Grip gesture also gets recognised and before the Exit
gesture can be ﬁnished, they ﬁnd themselves passing through gripping mode.
This problem could be solved by requiring that, as for selection and querying,
grasping objects can only be performed during navigation. This is shown in
Fig. 4 in the model for Grip. Veriﬁcation by model checking shows that the
speciﬁcation is now free from ambiguity and overlap.
Obviously, we should also check that after removing ambiguity and overlap
all gestures can still be recognised. This is veriﬁed by a simple forward reacha-
bility search showing that for each gesture the location representing activation
of the gesture can be reached.
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Gesturet rt rt r
Zoom
Gripir irir
Exitititit
Analysisl il il i
var init_reg, fin_reg, reached : region; i it , fi ,  : i ;r r r r r i it , fi ,  : i ;r r r r r i it , fi ,  : i ;r r r r r
init_reg := loc[Gesture]=h1 &i it  :  l [ t ]  r ri it  :  l [ t ]  r ri it  :  l [ t ]  r r
            loc[Zoom]=z1 &            l [ ]              l [ ]              l [ ]  
            loc[Grip] = g0 &            l [ i ]   r            l [ i ]   r            l [ i ]   r
            loc[Exit]= e0 &            l [ it]               l [ it]               l [ it]   
            loc[NoZoom]=nza &            l [ ]              l [ ]              l [ ]  
            loc[NoGrip]=nga &            l [ i ]  r            l [ i ]  r            l [ i ]  r
            loc[NoEx1]=n1a;            l [ ] ;            l [ ] ;            l [ ] ;
fin_reg :=  loc[Grip]=g2 &fi  :   l [ i ]  r rfi  :   l [ i ]  r rfi  :   l [ i ]  r r
            (~loc[Exit]=e0 | ~loc[Zoom]=z1) &            ( l [ it]  | l [ ] )             ( l [ it]  | l [ ] )             ( l [ it]  | l [ ] ) 
            loc[NoZoom]=nza & loc[NoGrip]=nga &            l [ ]   l [ i ]  r            l [ ]   l [ i ]  r            l [ ]   l [ i ]  r
            loc[NoEx1]=n1a;            l [ ] ;            l [ ] ;            l [ ] ;
reached := reach forward from init_reg endreach; :   f  f  i it  ;r r r r r r r :   f  f  i it  ;r r r r r r r :   f  f  i it  ;r r r r r r r
print trace to fin_reg using reached;i t t  t  fi  i  ;r r r ri t t  t  fi  i  ;r r r ri t t  t  fi  i  ;r r r r
Configfififi
var t : clock; t : l ;r  t : l ;r t : l ;r
NoZoom
NoGripir irir
NoEx1
h1
z1zzz z2zzz
z3zzz
g1 g2
g3
e1eee e2eee e3eeee0eee
nzazazaza nzbzzz
ngaaaa ngb
n1aaaa n1b
g0
t = 1t  t  t  
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts
t’ =0t’ t’ t’ 
t=1ttt
flatBTfl tafl tafl ta
t’=0t’t’t’
t=1ttt
o
t’=0t’t’t’
flatBTfl tafl tafl ta
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts ng
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts flatBRfl tafl tafl ta
nzzzz
flatBTfl tafl tafl ta
nzzzz
asapasaasaasa
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts
flatBRfl tafl tafl ta
flatBRfl tafl tafl ta
flatBRfl tafl tafl ta
ne1eee
ne1eee
ne1eee
t=1ttt
flatBRfl tafl tafl ta
t’=0t’t’t’
o
flatBRfl tafl tafl ta
asapasaasaasa
nzzzz
flatBRfl tafl tafl ta
o
asapasaasaasa
ng
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts
flatBTfl tafl tafl ta
flatBTfl tafl tafl ta
o
asapasaasaasa
ne1eee
asapasaasaasa
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts
ng
indexi ei ei e
asapasaasaasa
t=1ttt
indexi ei ei e
t’=0t’t’t’
indexi ei ei e
ng
indexi ei ei e
indexi ei ei e
indexi ei ei e
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts
Fig. 4. Improved Gesture language: no overlap and ambiguity
4.3 Completing the model
The original gesture language also has gestures for navigation, selection and
querying. We can add their gesture models to the speciﬁcation. Since both
querying and selection are required to happen only during navigation, their
models can be combined into one. Two new poses have to be added to the set
of poses that a user can perform, and the other models have to be adjusted so
that they deal properly with those new poses. The complete model is shown
in Fig. 5.
The same analysis for detecting ambiguity and overlapping gestures can
be performed as in the previous sections. Results in Table 5 show that there
are no ambiguities left in the speciﬁcation shown in Fig. 5. The numbers in
brackets indicate the time it took HyTech to produce the results. The time is
reported in seconds. Table 6 shows that there is an overlap possible concerning
zooming and navigation. In the ﬁrst situation (a) Grip can be in location g3
when Zoom is activated, but this means that only Zoom is active and Grip has
ﬁnished and is going to its initial location without delay. A trace illustrating
this is shown in Table 7.
In the second situation (b), whenever an index pose is recognised, naviga-
tion starts, but it forms also the ﬁrst pose of the Grip gesture. In this case
there is no risk for unexpected behaviour, because Grip, like querying and
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Gesturet rt rt r
Zoom
Gripir irir
Exitititit
Analysisl il il i
var init_reg, fin_reg, reached : region; i it , fi ,  : i ;r r r r r i it , fi ,  : i ;r r r r r i it , fi ,  : i ;r r r r r
init_reg := loc[Gesture]=h1 &i it  :  l [ t ]  r ri it  :  l [ t ]  r ri it  :  l [ t ]  r r
            loc[Zoom]=z1 &            l [ ]              l [ ]              l [ ]  
            loc[Grip] = g0 &            l [ i ]   r            l [ i ]   r            l [ i ]   r
            loc[Exit]= e0 &            l [ it]               l [ it]               l [ it]   
            loc[Navigate]=n1 &            l [ i t ]              l [ i t ]              l [ i t ]  
            loc[NoZoom]=nza &            l [ ]              l [ ]              l [ ]  
            loc[NoGrip]=nga &            l [ i ]  r            l [ i ]  r            l [ i ]  r
            loc[NoEx1]=n1a &            l [ ]              l [ ]              l [ ]  
            loc[NoNav]=nn1;            l [ ] ;            l [ ] ;            l [ ] ;
fin_reg :=  loc[Zoom]=z2 & loc[Navigate]=n3 &fi  :   l [ ]   l [ i t ]  rfi  :   l [ ]   l [ i t ]  rfi  :   l [ ]   l [ i t ]  r
            loc[NoZoom]=nza & loc[NoGrip]=nga &            l [ ]   l [ i ]  r            l [ ]   l [ i ]  r            l [ ]   l [ i ]  r
            loc[NoEx1]=n1a & loc[NoNav]=nn1;            l [ ]   l [ ] ;            l [ ]   l [ ] ;            l [ ]   l [ ] ;
reached := reach forward from init_reg endreach; :   f  f  i it  ;r r r r r r r :   f  f  i it  ;r r r r r r r :   f  f  i it  ;r r r r r r r
print trace to fin_reg using reached;i t t  t  fi  i  ;r r r ri t t  t  fi  i  ;r r r ri t t  t  fi  i  ;r r r r
Configfififi
var t : clock; t : l ;r  t : l ;r t : l ;r
NoZoom
NoGripir irir
NoEx1
Navigatei ti ti t NoNav
h1
z1zzz z2zzz
z3zzz
g1 g2
g3
e1eee e2eee e3eeee0eee
nzazazaza nzbzzz
ngaaaa ngb
n1aaaa n1b
g0
n1 n2
n3
n4
nn1 nn2
t = 1t  t  t  
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts
t’ =0t’ t’ t’ 
t=1ttt
flatBTfl tafl tafl ta
t’=0t’t’t’
t=1ttt
o
t’=0t’t’t’
flatBTfl tafl tafl ta
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts ng
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts flatBRfl tafl tafl ta
nzzzz
flatBTfl tafl tafl ta
nzzzz
asapasaasaasa
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts
flatBRfl tafl tafl ta
flatBRfl tafl tafl ta
flatBRfl tafl tafl ta
ne1eee
ne1eee
ne1eee
t=1ttt
flatBRfl tafl tafl ta
t’=0t’t’t’
o
flatBRfl tafl tafl ta
asapasaasaasa
nzzzz
flatBRfl tafl tafl ta
o
asapasaasaasa
ng
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts
flatBTfl tafl tafl ta
flatBTfl tafl tafl ta
o
asapasaasaasa
ne1eee
asapasaasaasa
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts
ng
indexi ei ei e
asapasaasaasa
t=1ttt
indexi ei ei e
t’=0t’t’t’
indexi ei ei e
ng
indexi ei ei e
indexi ei ei e
indexi ei ei e
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts
indexi ei ei e
indexi ei ei e
nn qmarkra rara
pistoli t lsi t lsi t ls
asapasaasaasa
asapasaasaasa
nn
asapasaasaasa
nn
o
flatBTfl tafl tafl ta
flatBRfl tafl tafl ta
t=1ttt
pistoli t lsi t lsi t ls
t’=0t’t’t’
t=1ttt
qmarkra rara
t’=0t’t’t’
pistoli t lsi t lsi t ls
qmarkra rara
qmarkra rara
pistoli t lsi t lsi t ls
qmarkra rara
pistoli t lsi t lsi t ls
pistoli t lsi t lsi t ls
qmarkra rara
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts
Fig. 5. Complete Gesture language
selecting, is an operation that is supposed to occur during navigation. A trace
illustrating this is shown in Table 8.
Zoom z2 Grip g2 Exit e3 Query n3 Select n4
Zoom z2 – No (4.92) No (4.83) No (4.97) No (4.97)
Grip g2 – No (4.95) No (4.98) No (4.97)
Exit e3 – No (5.01) No (5.03)
Query n3 – No (4.96)
Select n4 –
Table 5
Analysis detecting ambiguity
Also for the complete language it can be shown that each gesture may be
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Zoom Grip Exit Query Select
Zoom z2 – g3(a) e0 n1 n1
Grip g2 z1 – e0 n1 n1
Exit e3 z1 g0 – n1 n1
Query n3 z1 g0 e0 – –
Select n4 z1 g0 e0 – –
Navigate n2 z1 g1(b) e0 – –
Table 6
Analysis detecting overlap
Time Loc Value t Via
0.00 h1.z1.g0.e0.nza.nga.n1a.n1.nn1 1 index
0.00 h1.z1.g1.e0.nzb.nga.n1b.n2.nn1 0 nz
0.00 h1.z1.g1.e0.nza.nga.n1b.n2.nn1 0 ne1
0.00 h1.z1.g1.e0.nza.nga.n1a.n2.nn1 0 1.00 time units
1.00 h1.z1.g1.e0.nza.nga.n1a.n2.nn1 1 ﬁst
1.00 h1.z1.g2.e0.nzb.nga.n1a.n2.nn2 0 nz
1.00 h1.z1.g2.e0.nza.nga.n1a.n2.nn2 0 nn
1.00 h1.z1.g2.e0.nza.nga.n1a.n1.nn1 0 1.00 time units
2.00 h1.z1.g2.e0.nza.nga.n1a.n1.nn1 1 ﬂatBT
2.00 h1.z2.g2.e0.nza.ngb.n1b.n1.nn2 0 ne1
2.00 h1.z2.g2.e0.nza.ngb.n1a.n1.nn2 0 nn
2.00 h1.z2.g2.e0.nza.ngb.n1a.n1.nn1 0 ng
2.00 h1.z2.g3.e0.nza.nga.n1a.n1.nn1 0 end trace
Table 7
Trace showing overlap in Zoom (g3(a) in Table 6)
activated using forward reachability analysis. The language model could be
improved further by combining Grip with the Navigate automaton, so that it
would be more clear that all three operations grasping, selection and querying
can be performed only during navigation.
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Time Loc Value t Via
0.00 h1.z1.g0.e0.nza.nga.n1a.n1.nn1 1 index
0.00 h1.z1.g1.e0.nzb.nga.n1b.n2.nn1 0 nz
0.00 h1.z1.g1.e0.nza.nga.n1b.n2.nn1 0 ne1
0.00 h1.z1.g1.e0.nza.nga.n1a.n2.nn1 0 end trace
Table 8
Trace showing overlap between Grip and Navigation (g1(b) in Table 6)
5 Human factors
In the previous sections we have shown how a simple automaton model can
be used to detect language related properties such as ambiguity and overlap-
recognition. In this section we pay more attention to the human factor aspects
and their inﬂuence on the usability of the language.
5.1 Resilience to intermediate poses
In general humans are unable to perform a pose more than once in exactly the
same way. To deal with this phenomenon the poses are recognised in a way
which allows a certain freedom to the user in forming a pose. It is clear that
when this freedom is very small, relatively many poses would be interpreted
as ‘other’, i.e. as an unrecognised pose. The consequence is that it is hard for
the user to perform the series of poses required for the intended functionality.
This can be illustrated in the speciﬁcation by adding the model of a typical
gesture made by a human, consisting of a few recognisable poses and many
‘other’ poses. An example of an automaton modelling a user who performs a
Grip gesture is shown in Fig. 6 in the box labeled ‘User’. Reachability analysis
shows that a human making the modeled gesture in the original language does
not obtain the intended result, even though the language related requirements
are fulﬁlled.
One approach to deal with this problem is to make the language more
resilient to intermediate poses. But in doing so, we would like to know the
eﬀect of such a change on the reliability of the language recognition. This
is particularly useful to obtain a ﬁrst indication about the performance of
diﬀerent recognition strategies.
One assumption we could make is that most unintended poses are not
kept for a very long time, and therefore would almost always result in the
recognition of an ‘other’ pose, i.e. one that does not coincide with any of
the predeﬁned intensional poses of the language. If this would be a valid
assumption about the behaviour of the user and the recognition of poses, then
we could relax the requirements for gesture recognition by allowing ‘other’
poses for a certain amount of time between every two ‘real’ poses. If the series
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of ‘other’ poses lasts too long or when other, non-expected ‘real’ poses are
recognised, the gesture recognition is interrupted as before.
In Fig. 6 an example is given of how the acceptance of a series of ‘other’
poses in a gesture may be modeled. The clock d is used in the model of the user
gesture to model the duration of intermediate ‘other’ poses performed by the
user. The clock w deﬁnes the maximum amount of time during which ‘other’
poses can be accepted by the gesture recognition process. If we constrain
this clock to a maximum of 5 time-units the user-gesture modeled by the
automaton User shown in Fig. 6 leads to the recognition of the Grip gesture.
If the time constraint is reduced to one time unit, the Grip gesture is no
longer recognised. This can be automatically veriﬁed by reachability analysis
starting from the initial state and looking for a state in which the Grip gesture
is recognised (i.e. Grip in state g2).
g0
g1 g2
g3
Gripir irir
ngaaaa
w<=1
ngb
NoGripir irir
d<=2
u1
d<=2
u2
u3
d<=2
Userrrr
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts
indexi ei ei e
ng
indexi ei ei e
ng
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts
indexi ei ei e
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts
ng
asapasaasaasa
w < 1      
o
pistoli t lsi t lsi t ls
qmarkra rara
flatBTfl tafl tafl ta
w=1
o
w’=0’’’
flatBRfl tafl tafl ta
asapasaasaasa
ng
indexi ei ei e
d=2
o
d’=0’’’
o
d=2
o
d’=0’’’
indexi ei ei e
d’=0’’’
fistfi tsfi tsfi ts
Fig. 6. Grip gesture accepting ‘other’ poses
Of course it should be shown that the modiﬁed language does not contain
ambiguity or overlap problems. This may be veriﬁed in much the same way
as we did for the version shown in Fig. 5.
6 Further analysis
There are many other questions that could be answered following a model
based design of gestural interaction. We mention some of them in the following
without working out the details in this paper. They are the topic of future
work.
Consequences of slips of action. In some cases, a number of consecutive
similar but wrong poses could be accepted for a while when recognising
a gesture. This could work in the case of the Exit gesture, avoiding an
accidental entering of zooming mode.
In the case of Navigation and Querying this would be less appropriate
because it is unlikely that the unintended Qmark pose would only last for a
short period of time. On the other hand, the Query function is not leading
to serious mode surprises and can be easily recovered from by the user.
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into another cannot be analysed with the modelling technique used in
this paper. However, if there is the suspect or experimental evidence that
some poses can easily turn into another pose, the consequences of this can
be investigated based on an automaton model.
Consequences of unreliable pose recognition. Usually the recognition of
poses and gestures are based on statistic techniques with a reliability to
recognise poses correctly in the range varying from 50% to 100%, see for
example [4]. This means that relatively often poses may not be recognised
properly. Automata models that allow the expression of stochastic time such
as SPADES [5] could form an interesting approach to model these issues at
a suﬃciently abstract level. This would allow to predict the reliability of the
whole system based on data related to individual poses. Another important
advantage of stochastic modelling is that it allows the utilisation of human
performance data and gives much richer performance ﬁgures as the result
of analysis.
Consequences of delay in feedback. An important topic that we men-
tioned in the introduction and that has not been dealt with in this paper
is that of the consequences of delay and variation in delay of feedback on
gesture recognition [6].
7 Conclusions
In this paper we have examined a dynamic gesture language for interaction
in 3D user interfaces. We developed preliminary automata models provid-
ing systematic analysis of ambiguity and overlap in the gesture language and
indicated a number of usability issues for which further modelling and veri-
ﬁcation could provide useful information for the design of gesture languages.
The gesture language we studied was designed for a system that allows speci-
ﬁcation and recognition of dynamic gestures deﬁned by sequences of dynamic
and static hand poses. This is a common technique that can be supported by
diﬀerent devices such as data glove or vision based techniques. Single poses
are recognised over time and compared with predeﬁned models of these poses
and models of gestures. Each gesture has its own recognition process that
tries to recognise the gesture using the incoming pose data. The recognition
processes for each gesture operate in parallel.
Although it is not diﬃcult to specify an arbitrary gesture language for
the system, it is far more diﬃcult to detect afterwards what are the causes for
possible malfunctioning of the interface. Factors that may have contributed to
the problems can be language related, such as ambiguity and overlap in gesture
recognition, or human related, such as limits on the tolerance on variation of
a pose or gesture and limits on timeliness of feedback by the system. Some
factors may lead to annoying operation surprises or oscillating behaviour due
to over compensation by the user as a reaction to unpredictable delays in
feedback.
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Other diﬃculties are to foresee in the design phase the consequences of
adaptations of the language to deal with typical human factors such as the
diﬃculty to repeat gestures with great accuracy or to maintain a pose for a
longer time as for example is needed when navigating.
In this paper we have dealt with only a small subset of the above problems
as a ﬁrst step towards the more ambitious goal of informing design decisions
based on theoretical models of diﬀerent aspects of gestural interaction. In
particular we showed how a rather simple graphical timed automaton speciﬁ-
cation can be used to analyse automatically ambiguity and overlap in a gesture
language. Further a timed extension of the model was developed to analyse
a time dependent technique to make the language more robust. The analyses
have been performed by means of reachability analysis provided by the tool
Hytech. This tool provides an exhaustive search through the state space of
the language speciﬁcation.
The language speciﬁcation can be considered as a ﬁrst prototype of the
gesture language on which a number of essential properties can be veriﬁed.
This is a great advantage over an approach that relies only on experimental,
a posteriori, validation of the interface for various reasons. First of all, as
we have remarked previously, human users have diﬃculty repeating gestures
in exactly the same way. This makes it hard to test the recognition system
in order to ﬁnd ﬂaws in the language itself. The automata model provides
a simple way to check for language related problems such as ambiguities or
mode-surprises. Secondly, the reachability analysis tool gives a trace as a
result in case a problem has been encountered. This is extremely helpful for
improving the language where necessary. Further, we have shown that an
automaton model can be used to investigate the eﬀect of the introduction of
techniques to cope with human factor related problems, such as making the
language resilient to intermediate poses.
The relative ease of modelling and its complementarity to a posteriori
validation of gesture based interfaces makes it worth considering formal mod-
elling whenever possible. We do not claim that formal models allow us to ﬁnd
all problems and possible ﬂaws. Rather we hope to have shown that formal
modelling can be very helpful in ﬁnding some problems in an early stage of
development in an area rather diﬀerent from protocol design in the context of
which most formal methods have been developed.
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